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Focus on the essentials 
The Fujitsu work-from-home packages
At the beginning of 2020, the concept of working from home was only a minor 
issue for most companies. Yet this changed attitude needed to be seen as more 
than just a spontaneous reaction to the corona pandemic. Although made soon-
er than planned, these investments have to be effective and provide a long-
term solution.

SPACE-SAVING AND PRODUCTIVITY-ENHANCING 
Fujitsu has been part of the “Office 21” research 
association from the Fraunhofer Institut for many 
years. The results of this research are regularly 
integrated into the development of our products. 
One finding was that there is a strong positive 
connection between employees’ sense of well-
being in the workplace and their productivity. 
 
INNOVATIVE ACCESS PROTECTION
PalmSecure™, our proven biometric 
authentication technology based on hand 
vascular pattern recognition has proven to be 
one of the most precise biometric authentication 

solutions currently available. PalmSecure™ offers 
a high level of precision, is easy to use – and also 
contactless. This is exceptionally hygienic as there 
is no need for skin contact.
 
ERGONOMIC AND VERSATILE
Fujitsu’s ergonomic monitors are height-
adjustable and automatically adapt to the 
lighting conditions in the room. This enables 
the workplace to be used by several different 
people who live in the same household. Flexibly 
adjusting the position of the display to the needs 
of each individual user prevents painful posture 
mistakes.
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What requirements does the optimum work-from-home workplace have to fulfil? 
Find out. 
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Smart Workplace Easy

LIFEBOOK E5510

P24-9 TE Display with  
Integrated Port Replicator/USB-C

Optional: 2. B24-9 TE Display Wireless Keyboard and Mouse Set
LX410

Optional: Dual Monitor Stand

This work-from-home package enables you to work from home and on the go.  
The package focuses on attractive value for money. The 24 inch monitor provides a sound 
foundation for a home workplace. Optionally, a second 24 inch monitor can also be added 
to the bundle. The keyboard with integrated headset rounds out the set.

The FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK E5510 is exclusively designed for office workers needing a powerful, fully-equipped note-
book. Thanks to the 10th generation Intel® Core™ processor you can work efficiently wherever you are. The advanced se-
curity features like PalmSecure™ are protecting your business data against unauthorized access. Modern Standby provides 
you an instantly ready and always connected notebook.

The FUJITSU P24-9 TE display is a wide-screen display with 
an ultra-thin bezel and a 1920 x 1080 FHD resolution which 
combines future workplace concepts with sophisticated er-
gonomics, making it ideal for intensive office work. The 
monitor features a USB Type-C port for a tidy, shared work-
place and also supports DaisyChain, enabling the easy con-
nection of up to 2 displays.

The FUJITSU Display B24-9 TE is a widescreen display with 
1920 x 1080 Full HD resolution with a ultra-thin bezel hous-
ing. The monitor has a wide viewing angle that delivers 
consistent picture quality and DisplayView™ manageabili-
ty software for further enhancing monitor features with a 
range of connectivity options ideal for medium- and large-
sized businesses.

The Wireless Keyboard Set LX410 is an excellent desktop 
solution for users with ambition. This durable keyboard set
is equipped with 2.4 GHz technology and plug and play 
technology. The elegant mouse with new silent keys works
on many surfaces due to its precise 1600 dpi sensor. It offers
fabulous features and an ultra slim, portable design.

The FUJITSU Dual Monitor Stand is designed to accommo-
date two displays of up to 27-inches and comes pre-assem-
bled and ready to be used straight out-of-the box saving 
you time and energy. The dual monitor stand also has an 
integrated cable guide for a clean desk and clutter free ex-
perience.

Tech specs
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https://docs.ts.fujitsu.com/dl.aspx?id=c9278e45-e9b4-42f2-961a-9f07ddf2101b


Smart Workplace Advanced

LIFEBOOK U7411

P 27-9 TS QHD Display with  
Integrated Port Replicator/USB-C

Optional: 2. B27-9 TS QHD Display Wireless Keyboard and Mouse Set 
LX410

The Smart Workplace Advanced bundle is the option for anyone who needs larger displays 
for their daily work. This package enables you to work from home and on the go. This 
bundle contains the LIFEBOOK U7411 as well as one or two 27 inch monitors, as desired. 
The keyboard with integrated headset rounds out this bundle.

The FUJITSU Notebook LIFEBOOK U7411 is a slim notebook, based on the 11th generation Intel® Core™ processor, for 
business professionals seeking optimum mobility for business trips and ergonomics in the office. The 14-inch screen, light 
weight of 1.2 kg, 2x Intel® Thunderbolt™ 4 ports and an all-day battery runtime enables it to provide excellent mobility 
and portability.

The Fujitsu Display P27-9 TS QHD is a QHD (2560x1440 res-
olution) widescreen monitor optimized for pixel-, color- and 
performance-hungry professionals. The built-in port repli-
cator functions provide excellent networking and 65W pow-
er delivery to charge mobile devices. Elaborate down to the 
last details, it’s the new face and brain of a modern Shared 
Workplace.

The Fujitsu Display B27-9 TS QHD is a QHD (2560x1440 
resolution) widescreen monitor optimized for pixel, color 
and performance-hungry professionals. Elaborate down 
to the last details, it’s the right tool for all professionals. 
With its stylish matt black housing, 6-in-1 adjustable stand 
base and outstanding picture performance, it’s satisfying 
all needs of demanding applications. 

The Wireless Keyboard Set LX410 is an excellent desktop 
solution for users with ambition. This durable keyboard set 
is equipped with 2.4 GHz technology and plug and play 
technology. The elegant mouse with new silent keys works 
on many surfaces due to its precise 1600 dpi sensor. It of-
fers fabulous features and an ultra slim, portable design.

Tech specs
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Optional: Dual Monitor Stand

The FUJITSU Dual Monitor Stand was designed for two dis-
plays up to 27 inches and is delivered preassembled and 
ready to use, saving you time and effort. In addition, the 
stand for two monitors also features integrated cable guid-
ance to ensure a clean and clutter-free desk.
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https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/ds-LIFEBOOK_U7411.pdf


Smart Workplace Deluxe

LIFEBOOK U9311X black P34-9 US UWQHD Display with  
Integrated Port Replicator/USB-C

Wireless Keyboard and Mouse Set
LX410

Plantronics Blackwire 325

The FUJITSU Tablet LIFEBOOK U9311X is a lightweight 
360-degree foldable device. All-day battery runtime and 
global LTE ensure highest productivity in any place, while 
security features such as the integrated PalmSecure™ sen-
sor keep your business data protected. Powerful perfor-
mance and full connectivity with Intel® Thunderbolt™ 4 
offer you best-in-class user experience.

The ultra-wide FUJITSU display P34-9 US is distinguished by 
its brilliant resolution with 3440 x 1440 pixels and 1900R 
curvature. The wide viewing angle and its almost bezel-free 
frame make it an excellent option for a diverse range of 
uses.

The LX410 Wireless keyboard set is an excellent solution 
for demanding users. This sturdy set features 2.4 GHz and 
Plug&Play technology. Thanks to its precision 1600 dpi sen-
sor, the elegant mouse with its new, silent buttons works 
on many different surfaces. The set provides fantastic func-
tions combined with an ultra-slim, mobile design.

The Plantronics Blackwire 325 is a lightweight bi-aural full-
size stereo headset with excellent wearing comfort. This 
USB-Headset supports you every office day during your calls 
thus granting you have your hand free for typing.

Tech specs Tech specs Tech specs Tech specs
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The Smart Workplace Deluxe Bundle is the right choice if you prefer an even larger 
monitor combined with an even lighter notebook. This work-from-home bundle consists 
of the LIFEBOOK U9311X, a powerful and ultra light business notebook together with 
the ergonomic 34 inch P 34-9 US curved monitor. You can connect this monitor to your 
notebook using only a USB-C cable. This eliminates the clutter on your desk. The wireless 
mouse and keyboard set perfectly compliments this configuration and simplifies working 
from home. However, because you usually work between home and the office or on the 
go, your work-from-home hardware has to be suitable for both mobile and stationary 
workplaces. 
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https://docs.ts.fujitsu.com/dl.aspx?id=c29c6326-1225-4aca-aa72-dd0dc9395cc4
https://docs.ts.fujitsu.com/dl.aspx?id=714b08f3-bfaf-460c-9dae-988df6532d39
https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/ds-Wireless-Keyboard-Set-LX410.pdf
https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/ds_Plantronics_Blackwire_325.pdf


Smart Workplace Ultra-Compact

ESPRIMO G5010

Display P27-9 TS QHD 
with integrated port 
replicator / USB Type-C

Optional: 2. B27-9 TS QHD 
Display

Wireless Keyboard and Mouse 
Set LX410

Plantronics Blackwire 325

The Smart Workplace Ultra Compact consists of the ESPRIMO G5010 desktop mini PC, a 27 
inch monitor as well as a mouse and keyboard. The mini PC can be connected via USB-C. 
This save space on your desk while enabling you to enjoy all of the benefits of an all-in-
one PC where your PC switches on automatically when you switch on the monitor.

The FUJITSU ESPRIMO G5010 is a stylish mini PC which offers desktop functionality in an ultracompact, space-saving 
design. Latest Intel chipset and 10th Gen Intel® Core™ processors provides the performance for daily office needs. It 
supports flexible mounting options – attach to displays, wall mount, under table mount. Its compact size and wide 
range of interfaces make it an ideal where space saving is critical for the business.

The new P27-9 TS QHD display from Fujitsu is 
the ideal solution for a tidy workspace at home 
and its integrated port replicator function puts 
an end to cluttered cables. It is perfect for cre-
ating an almost cable-free desk. Using only a 
single USB-C cable, devices at your workplace 
can be connected with the ergonomic Fujitsu 
display, regardless of whether you are using a 
notebook, PC or smartphone.

The Fujitsu B27-9 TS QHD display is a QHD 
wide-screen monitor (2560 x 1440 resolution) 
for professional users who value maximum 
pixels, colours and performance.

The LX410 Wireless keyboard set is an excel-
lent solution for demanding users. This sturdy 
set features 2.4 GHz and Plug&Play technol-
ogy. Thanks to its precision 1600 dpi sensor, 
the elegant mouse with its new, silent buttons 
works on many different surfaces. The set pro-
vides fantastic functions combined with an ul-
tra-slim, mobile design.

The Plantronics Blackwire 325 is a lightweight 
bi-aural full-size stereo headset with excellent 
wearing comfort. This USB-Headset supports 
you every office day during your calls thus 
granting you have your hand free for typing.

Tech specs
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Optional: 
VESA Mounting Kit

The Fujitsu mounting kit for height-adjustable 
Fujitsu displays has been specifically designed 
for use with ESPRIMO Q/G mini PCs, FUTRO Thin 
Clients and Fujitsu displays. An ESPRIMO mini 
PC or FUTRO Thin Client can be attached to the 
back of a monitor, saving you space.

Tech specs
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https://docs.ts.fujitsu.com/dl.aspx?id=3038173b-513b-4cd8-b05e-bb0bd7b5ec4a
https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/ds-display-P27-9-TS-QHD.pdf
https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/ds-display-B27-9-TS-QHD.pdf
https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/ds-Wireless-Keyboard-Set-LX410.pdf
https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/ds_Plantronics_Blackwire_325.pdf
https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/ds-Universal-Monitor-Stand.pdf


Smart Workplace Flexible Power User

CELSIUS H7510

P34-9 US UWQHD Display with Integrated Port 
Replicator/USB-C

KB955 Wired USB Keyboard Plantronics Blackwire 325

This workstation features plenty of computing power. The CELSIUS H7510 is a mobile 
workstation. This system will never let you down when it comes to presenting designs in 
virtual reality environments at events, meetings with customers or when working from 
home.

Experience the real workstation power on the move, with the new FUJITSU CELSIUS H7510. It is a 15.6-inch mobile work-
station that combines ultimate security with future technologies. While engineers and creative professionals are working 
with huge datasets, this machine will not weigh them down when showcasing designs in virtual reality at events or at the 
customer site.

The ultra-wide FUJITSU display P34-9 US is distinguished by its brilliant resolution 
with 3440 x 1440 pixels and 1900R curvature. The wide viewing angle and its 
almost bezel-free frame make it an excellent option for a diverse range of uses.

Because of its speed, the KB955 wired USB keyboard is the ideal choice for this 
bundle. The KB955 is a very flat keyboard with extra low keys and spill-resistant 
protection. The elegant design and top-quality construction makes the KB955 
the ideal input device for any PC or Notebook user. If you accidentally spill some 
water or coffee onto the keyboard, this special construction helps the liquid to 
flow away.

The Plantronics Blackwire 325 is a lightweight bi-aural full-size stereo headset 
with excellent wearing comfort. This USB-Headset supports you every office day 
during your calls thus granting you have your hand free for typing.

Tech specs

Tech specs Tech specs Tech specs
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https://docs.ts.fujitsu.com/dl.aspx?id=9fc55a32-bfcb-481f-a9ee-990b77287812
https://docs.ts.fujitsu.com/dl.aspx?id=714b08f3-bfaf-460c-9dae-988df6532d39
https://docs.ts.fujitsu.com/dl.aspx?id=f3b1158b-ffbb-4e9e-baf7-150a052580b6
https://sp.ts.fujitsu.com/dmsp/Publications/public/ds_Plantronics_Blackwire_325.pdf


Phone:   +32 (0)2 536 61 11
E-mail:      partnerinfo@ts.fujitsu.com
Website:  www.fujitsu.com/be/microsite/homeoffice-packages/index.html

Do you have any questions about our  
work-from-home packages? 
We are happy to advise you.

© Copyright 2021 Fujitsu Technology Solutions GmbH. Fujitsu, the Fujitsu Logo, and Fujitsu Brand names 
are brands or registered trademarks of Fujitsu Limited in Japan and other countries. Other company, prod-
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parties for their own purposes may violate the rights of the owner. Subject to changes and errors.  
All rights reserved.
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